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Fig. 10. Measured axial ratio of two-dimensional slot array. 
the phase  center  separation  in  elevation  between the linear 
arrays. Thus, two residual grating lobes remain. One is 
directly  above  and  the  other  directly below t.he horizontal 
plane. As more  pairs of linear arrays a.re added, the mag- 
nitude of these  grating lobes  is  reduced until  they  disappear 
entirely. For  the present ca.se, in which t.here are only a 
total of eight linear arrays, t,he suppression of these re- 
sidual grating lobes is incomplete. The degree of cancella- 
tion  is a.lso dependent on manufacturing t.olerance of 
various component,s. Obviously, imbalance in  either ampli- 
tude  or phase  between the linear arrays would produce  a 
residual sidelobe. The reduction of this residual grating 
lobe is automat.ic when more  linear arrays a.re employed, 
as in a typical t.wo-dimensional array. An est.imate of the 
residual  grating  lobe as a function of the number of linear 
arrays  has been made. For a typical  planar  array  antenna 
consisting of 40 linear  arrays, the residual grating lobe is 
est,imated to  be below 40 dB. 
Radiat,ion patterns were  also  measured  for  various  scan 
angles, for various incident, polarizations, and over a 6- 
percent  frequency band  with comparable  results. 
The experiment,al array  kas  set for circular  polarization 
and t.he axial ratio wa.s measured  over  various  points 
within the  main beam. As shown in Fig. 10, the axial ratio 
between the 3 dB points is nithin 0.5 dB and the cross 
polarizat,ion level was measured to  be  about -30 dl3 at 
the main beam region and is generally  much lower else- 
where. 
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Computation of Radiation from Wire  Antennas 
on Conducting Bodies 
N. CHRISTIAN ALBERTSEN, JESPER E.  HANSEN, AKD NIELS E. JENSEN 
Abstract-A theoretical  formulation, in terms of combined mag- 
netic  and electric field integral equations, is presented for the  class 
of electromagnetic problems in which one or more wire antennas 
are connected to a conducting body of arbitrary shape. The formula- 
tion is suitable  for numerical  computation provided that  the overall 
dimensions of the  structure  are  not large compared to the wave- 
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length. A computer  program is described, and  test runs on various 
configurations involving a cylindrical body with one  or  more straight 
wires are  presented.  The  results  obtained  agree well with experi- 
mental data. 
F 
I. INTRODUCTION 
OR RADIATING systems that are not large com- 
pared t.0 the wavelength,  several  methods are available 
for the determination of radiation  patterns. For antennas 
mounted on st.ructures which closely approximate  simple 
geometrical shapes, the problem may well be attacked 
analytically [l]-[3], or by combined analytical and 
numerical met,hods [4]. However, when more complex 
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Fig. 1. Example of struct.ure. 
geomet,ries are involved, as in the case of ant.ennas on 
spacecrafts, resort has to be taken t.o purely numerical 
techniques, in which solutions to Maxwell’s equations  or 
integral equations derived from these, are obtained  with 
t,he  aid of a fast  computer. A comput,er  program  for  solving 
complicated  radiation  or  scattering  problems of the kind 
indica.ted is in  many cases equally as accurat.e as experi- 
ment,al procedures, and more  convenient. Various examples 
of such programs have been described in the past few 
years [SI-[ lo]. 
The present  work  deals  with  a specific class of radiating 
structures, t.he t.ypica1 features of which are illustra.ted in 
Fig. 1. Here,  a  number of wire antennas A and a  number of 
booms (passive antennas) B are at.tached t.0 t.he surface 
of a metallic  body C which may,  at.  least  in principle, be 
arbitrarily  shaped. The complete structure  is assumed to 
have a ma.ximum linear dimension which is not large com- 
pared to the wavelength. Fig. 1 is actually an idea.liza- 
t.ion of t,he  shape of a small scientific sat,ellit,e wit.h four 
antennas operating in a turnstile mode, and two booms 
for support of measurement equipment. Although t,his 
particular interpretation of Fig. 1 formed  t.he  primary 
motivation of the work report,ed here, the geometry is 
common to  other  types of radiating syst,ems of interest., 
e.g., ant.ennas  on  ships,  cars,  etc. 
For  the class of struct.ures described it seems a  nat.ural 
choice t.o atkempt a formulation  in  t.erms of integral 
equations.  Several  forms of int.egra1 equat.ions suitable 
for solid bodies and t,hin wires exist [SI. Although t,he 
electric-field integral  equat,ion (EFIE) has been used as a 
basis for the numerical solution of scattering  or  antenna 
problems  involving  (large) bodies of revolut.ion [ll], 
the magnet,ic-field integral  equation (MFIE) is more 
attractive for  generally  shaped  voluminous  structures. 
For  thin wires or  plates, however, the  MFIE is known to 
fail, and one is forced to use the EFIE equation  in  such 
cases, or t.0 modify the MFIE equation in a suitable 
way [12], [13]. 
In  view of the properties of t.he MFIE  and  the  EFIE, 
the a.ut.hors have used t,he MFIE for the solid body, 
whereas the EFIE in  its  thin-&ire approximation  has  been 
applied t.0 t,he wire pa.rts of the structure. The mutual 
coupling bet.xeen mires and body, and vice versa., is t.aken 
account of through t.he source terms  in  the integra.1 equa- 
tions [14]. A computer  program  based  on this technique 
has been developed. 
In  Section I1 the important,  features of the  MFIE  and 
EFIE are summarized. In  Sect.ion I11 it.  is explained how 
the coupling between body and wires may be comput,ed 
using a surface  current  interpolation scheme. A formulation 
of t.he combined MFIE  and EFIE equat.ions particularly 
suitable for computer solution is given in Section IV. A 
short description of t.he structure of t.he computer pro- 
gra.nl and examples of computations with experimental 
verifications are given in Section V. 
11. MAGICETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS 
From Maxwell’s equations, the following MFIE  
for the surfa.ce current. density j on t,he surface X of a 
perfectJy conducting  body  in an incident field with mag- 
netic field strength H i n c  may  be derived [SI : 
-g ( t ,q )  + ii x J (l‘,q’) x V’$J dS’ c 
= -ii x Hinc(I.,q). (2.1) 
Here, +i is a.n outward  unit norma.1 vector to  the surface. 
Furthermore, 4 = exp ( - j k R ) / 4 ~ R ,  where R is the 
distance between the observat,ion point ( t ,q )  and source 
point ( ( ’ ,V I )  on  area element dS’, and where k is the wave- 
number.  The asterisk  denotes t.hat, the integration is 
carried out on the surface  punct>ured a t  ((,q). The symbol 
VI denotes  a  gra.dient  with  respect t,o t,he  primed coordi- 
nates.  The t,ime  fact,or used is exp ( j u t ) .  In  operator  nota- 
tion (2.1) may  be  written 
L,,J = -ii x Hint. (2.2) 
For a  perfectly  conducting thin  straight wire, the 
following EFIE may  be derived [SI: 
where it is  assumed t,hat  the  current I has  an axial com- 
ponent only (thin wire approximation). Here, L denotes 
the int.erva1 for the coordinate s‘ of a source point on 
line  element ds’ along the wire, while 
4 = exp { -jk[ (s - s’)2 + ~2]l”~}/[ (s - s ‘ ) ~  + a2]1’2 
where a is the wire radius. EsinC is the component of t.he 
electric field stzength of the incident field in  the direct,ion 
of the wire, and e the dielectric constant,. I n  operator 
notation we have 
LEI = -ESinc. (2.4) 
Using pulse functions for expansion and point-matching, 
the moment  method  formulations [15] of ( 2 . 2 )  and (2.4) 
become, respectively 
and 
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In these  formulas 6, and 6i are  Dirac  delta funct,ions on S 
and L, respectively. The centers of these  (match  points) 
are on the  pth of t.he qm patches  into which t.he surface  is 
divided, and on the  ith of the j ,  segments into which the 
with re is  amplitude  divided, resp ctively. unity on the W, qth  and  patch, Pi a.re and pulse on  functions the  j th  A&c 
segment,, respectively, and zero elsewhere. Long-hand 
expansion of (2.6) may  be found in [ls]. - p2 
While (2.5) is of a vector  character,  and  may  be  split 
into two scalar  syst,enx of qm linear  equations  in the 2qm B 
u n l m o m  components of the surface  urrent  density Fig. 2. Details of wire atttbchment area. 
coefficients j,, (2.6) represents a system of j ,  linear  equa- 
tions in  the j,,, unknown  current coefficients Ij. 
When implemented  on a computer  both  the  total num- 
ber of surface  patches q, at the  MFIE  and  the  total num- 
ber of wire segments j ,  at the EFIE must  be chosen largc 
enough in order t.0 obtain sufficiently accurate solu- 
tions [6]. 
The  operator LE', on the other  hand,  has a  singularity of 
third order, which makes it necessary to use a t  patches  on 
which wires are  attached, a  more  accurate expression for 
the surface current density j than pulse functions. The 
technique used is described below for the case of quadri- 
lateral pat,ches. 
111. COUPLING BETWEEN BODY AND WIRE In Fig. 2, ABCD is a quadrilateral  patch  in a body 
I n  order t.0 take  the wire-body coupling int.0 account., 
as described in Section I, we need fornlulas for t,he mag- 
netic  and elect.ric fields from known current dist.ributions. 
These may be found in standard texts, e.g., [17]. At a 
patch  with  unit normal  vector ri and a  segment  with unit 
tangential  vector i we get the following contributions to 
the tangential  magnetic  and electric fields, respectively 
ri X Ef(1) = ri X I(s')i '  X 0'4ds' A L-&I (3 .1)  
L 
a.nd 
where we have introduced an operator  notation along the 
Same lines as a,bove. 
After having expanded the currents in (3.1) a.nd (3 .2)  
into pulse  functions  with coefficients I j  and j, in a similar 
manner as in Section 11, we obtain  t.he following matrix 
equation  for the unknown  currents  in the mixed problem 
( 6 p J ~ W q )  i ( 6 p , L M ' P j )  [ 
(6i ,LB'Wq) [ (6ilLEPj) 
(a,$ x P C )  
(6 i ,Es inC)  
= - [---I (3.3) 
with p = 1,2,* - *,qm; p = 1,2,* *,qm; i = 1,2,- a,&; and 
j = 1,2,. * .,jm. 
This equation  is of mixed scalar and vector form, and 
may  be expanded into scalar form alone by introducing the 
proper decompositions of the vector  quantities. 
In  order t.0 compute the off-diagonal (coupling) coeffi- 
cients in (3.3) a  careful treatment of the currents close to 
the wire attachment  area  is necessary. The operat.or LM' 
is well behaved,  hence it sdices   to  use pulse functions  in 
(3.1) for dl segments  including the  attachment segment. 
segmentation scheme set  up before the wires are  brought 
into  the picture. In  order t.o introduce an interpolation of 
the surface current density on ABCD which takes into 
account  t.he  at,tachment, of a wire, ABCD is divided into 
four patches as shown. A local coordinate system ( t , ~ )  
is  introduced  in which A ,   B ,  C ,  and D have the coordinates 
(t1,m), ( t m ) ,   ( t m ) ,  and (h,sd, respectively. The  match 
points of t,he  four  patches are denot,ed PI, - - ,P4, and  the 
unknolm surface  current.  densities in these  points jl, - - - ,j4. 
The  match  point  on  the first wire segment  is Po and  the 
corresponding unlmown current la. The coordinates for 
PI, - -,P4 are (t1/2,771/2),- - -, (t4/2,~4/2), respectively. 
A suit,able expansion of the surface  current  density 
(E,s) over ABCD should  meet the following requirements: 
j(ti/2>qi/2) = J i ,  i = I, - 94 (3.4) 
0 s - J  ( t19 )  = J o  (4,s) - Io6 (4,s)  (3.5) 
and 
where 0,- denotes surface divergence, and where Jo(4,q) 
is  continuous across ABCD. One such expansion is 
The interpolation  functions, gl(t,s), - -,g4(4,q), are 
required to  have  the following properties  across ABCD : 1) 
gi(t,s) is differentiable; 2) g i ( t j , v j )  = 6 i j J  for i = 1, - - -,4 
and j = 1, - - - ,4, where Fij  is the Kronecker delta;  and 3) 
These  requirements are ful6lled by  the hyperbolic 
paraboloids used in this study. Hyperbolic paraboloids 
are  particularly well suited  for  quadrilateral  surface 
patches, and are merely specific examples of the more 
general "wedge functions" introduced  by Wachspress [ 181 
as  interpolation functions  for  surface  patches of a general 
shape. 
The fields due  to  the  currents on the  attachment pa.tches 
and segment may  be expressed in  terms of j1', - * .,j,', 
91(t ,s)  + '.. + g4(41??) = 1. 
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and lo as  the moment,s 
[ ( 6 p j f i  x a)]  = [B][?] + [lvB]IO (3 -7)  
( s 0 , E s )  = L ~ w 1 [ . 7 1  + 1,J'T'lO (3 * 8)  
where [B] is a mat.rix derived from (%), W is a coefficicnt 
derived  from (2.6) and [WB] and [Bw] are  matrices 
derived as inner products between (3.1) and 6,, and be- 
tween (3.2) and &, respectively. Here 6, and So are  delta 
functions defined in Sect,ion 11. In  t.he computat.ions [ B ] ,  
[Tf'B], and W are evaluated using the simple technique 
used for all other elements of (3.3), i.e., the unknolm 
current densities are approximated by pulse functions, 
while [Bm] is  computed as t.he moments of 6o (at Po) and 
(3.2) \x-ith (3.6) insert.ed. 
If (3.6) is insert,ed into (3.4), a  set of linear  equations  is 
obtained Tvhich map be solved for j:, - - -,j,I. In  this 
manner  the fields at Po,PI, - - -,P4 due to currents on t.he 
attachment  patches  and  segment  are expressed in  terms of 
t,he  unknowns J1,- - -,j4 and lo occurring in (3.3). 
It. is not,ed that  the int>erpolation technique described 
permit.s continuity of the  current,  at. t.he att.achment  point 
of the wire  without, introduct.ion of new unknown qua.n- 
t,it,ies. 
IV. FORMVLATIOK F R COMPUTER SOLUTIOS 
In  this sect.ion  we shall show  how (3.3) may be rewritten 
in  order to  cut down  computer  storage  requirements. 
From (3.3) we have  by  multiplying  out  formally 
[ ( 6 p , ~ - t f ~ l ' q ) I [ J q I  + C ( ~ p , ~ . ~ f ~ p j ) I [ ~ j I  
= - [ (&,fi. x P " C ) ]  (4 .1)  
and 
[ ( ~ i , ~ E f ~ ~ q > 1 [ 3 q 1  + [ ( ~ < : ~ E p j > l [ ~ j ]  
= - [ (L3i,Esi"C}]. (4 .2)  
Equation (4.1) may now be solved for [j,]. 
[J,] = - [ (8p,LMwq)]-1[ (6,,fi x Ai"C)] 
- [ { ~ p , L ~ l f ~ ~ ~ q ) ~ [ ( ~ = , L - ~ ~ ' P j ) ] [ l j ]  (4.3) 
which by  insertion  in (4.2) yields 
(- [ ( S i , L ~ ' W q ) ] [ ( s p , L , ~ ~ , ) l - ' [  (6p,L~'Pj)] 
-k [(~i ,LEpj>l)[I i]  
= [ (si,L,'rnq>][ {Sp,LMm-q)]-'[ x B i n e ) ]  
- [ (&,E,i"C)]. (4.4) 
When this equation ha.s been  solved  for [Ij],  [ jq]  may  be 
found  from (4.3). 
Equation (4.4) is of a  form similar t.o the  moment solu- 
tion (2.6) of t.he EFIE for  a  wire in  free spa,ce. However, 
exOra t.erms occur  on both sides of the equality sign. These 
precisely account for the presence of the  conducting  body, 
and (4.4) may be considered to be the moment met,hod 
formulat.ion of an electric field integral  equation similar to 
(2.3), with the (free space) Green's function C$ modified 
to  take  the  conducting  body  int,o account.. This is analogous 
to t.he integral  equation  formulation  given  in [4] for t.he 
particular case of a monopole on a sphere, where the 
m.odified Green's  function is available in  analytical form. 
,4n equation for [j,] analogous to (4.4) may also be 
derived. The  result is 
([ (hp,L.W'p, >][  (6j,LEpj)]-'[ (6i,LE'J'vq)] 
+ [(sp,LMr~vq)l>[&l 
- [ (sp,fi x P C ) ] .  (4.5) 
= ($ ,L~'pj)][  (6i ,L~Pj)]- '  [ (6i,EsinC)] 
This  equation ma.y be considered to  be  the  moment  method 
formulation of an NFIE similar t.0 (2.1), wit.h a kernel 
that,  takes  the  conducting wire int.0 account. 
For  a  problem  involving j ,  segment,s and qm patches the 
original ma.trix in (3.3) has (2q, + jm)z elements. With 
t$he preceding approach totally no more than two ma- 
trices with a total number of elements not exceeding 
2q,  (2q, + j,) orjm ( j ,  + 2q,),  any of which is the  largest 
figure, must. be in core storage in t,he comput.er, simul- 
taneously. 
In  the present  work, (4.4) forms t,he basis of computa- 
tions. In  the comput,er  program, the operators L.v and LE 
have been  evaluated  using  rectangular  rule for the integra- 
tion.  The coupling  between t,he at.tachment segment and 
the  attachment pat,ch is  computed  using  Romberg int.egra- 
t,ion in LM' and  a  rectangular rule with 100 subdivisions 
in LE'. All ot,her couplings are computed using a simple 
rectangular  rule  in bot,h L.vf and LE'. 
The computation of the radia.t.ion pattern from [I?] 
and [ jq]  is a  standard procedure,  which may  be found in 
textbooks, e.g., [ l T ] .  For t.his reason  details  are  omithed. 
IT. COMPUTATIONS AND COMPARISOKS WITH EXPERIMENTS 
The  computer  program construct,ed for the present 
investigation consists of a  main  program  and 34 Fortran 
subrout,ines. The sequence of computa.tions  is  divided  into 
four  distinct,  parts. 
First, t.he comp1et.e geometry is specified. This includes 
all coordinates of the  structure a9 well as t.he segmentat,ion 
parameters for body, ant.ennas, and passive booms. In  
t.he second part of the computer program, the left-hand 
side mat.rix in (4.4) is formed and  stored  in  an  array. I n  
the t,hird part, of the program, (4.4) is solved for the 
currents on all  antennas  and  other wires attached t.0 the 
body.  Equation (4.3) then yields t,he surface  current 
densities. Finally, the radiat.ion pattern is comput.ed. A 
number of test  runs of the program  and  comparisons  with 
experiments have been made for a. circular cylindrical body 
with  st,raight  antennas  and passive booms. 
The experiment,al model is shown in Fig. 3. The  height 
and  diamet,er of t.he cylindrical body  are 220 mm and 200 
nun, respectively. Inside the model, a bat,tery-powered 
transmitter for t,he frequency  range 0.5-1.0 GHz is placed. 
On the surface of the model,  monopole  ant,ennas and 
passive  booms may  be  mounted  in  a  variety of posit.ions. 
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Fig. 3. Cylindrical model used for experiments. 
1 .o 
0.5 
0.0 
0" 90" 180° 270" Q=36O0 
270" (I I 360a 
E 3 0.5 6 10 ++ 20 0.0 
00 90" 180° 270" $=36O0 
Fig. 5: zz-polarized patterns in the 2s plane (field strength, nor- 
mahzed to maximum  value of unity, as function of the angle $) 
for monopole antenna ( A )  on a metallic cylinder (C) with and 
without a straight boom (B) .  Cylinder height = 0.22 m, cylinder 
diameter = 0.20 m, monopole length = 0.12 m; wavelength = 
0.48 m. (a) Codguration, syz-coordinate system  (centered at 
cylinder midpoint), and definition of angular  variable fi. (b) Radia- 
tion  pattern without boom. (c) Radiation  pattern for boom length 
of 0.18 m. (d) Radiation  pattern  for boom length of 0.44 m. 
The  antenna is 2 mm in dia.meter  while boom ( i n  metallic 
connection  with  the  body)  are 4 mm in dia.meter. 
During the nleasurements the received  signals were 
recorded digitally on paper tape. These tapes were used 
later as input data for a plotting program. Measured 
patterns (solid line) for a  number of representative con- 
figurations are shown together with the corresponding 
commter radiation  patterns (crosses)  in Figs. 4 4 .  
boom; monopole'length = 0.12 m. ( c )  Radiation  pattern for boom the pa,tterns talren. 
length of 0.09 m; monopole length = 0.08 m. (d) Radiation  pattern 
for boom length of 0.44 m; monopole length = 0.08 m. In  Fig. 4 the influence  on the  radiation  pattern of 
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TABLE I 
Configurat.ion Kumber of Number of Run times (in seconds) on IBM 370/165 
illnst,rated surface wwe 
in figure pa.tches segmenB (T)a (T)b (TI (T)d  
57 4 
60 
4 
12  5 
17 -0 21 10 
23 
60 20 
-0 28 
6 
19 
25 -0 31 22 
60 
57 6 4 17 -0 21 
14 6  23 
10 
60  27 7 
-0 29 18 
27 
66 24 34 -0 42 
-0 
8 
34 25 
32 
a Computation of L.v and Lw' for (4.1). 
c Computation of LE and LE' and solution of (4.4). 
d Tot.al time for computation of current distributions. 
e Additional time for comput.ation of radiat.ion patterns. 
Solution of (4.1). 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0 900 180° 270. $=360° 
0s) 
Fig. 6. zy-polarized radiation pattern in zy plane (field strength, 
normalized to maximum  value of unity, as function of the angle 
$) for a monopole antenna ( A )  on metallic cylinder (C)  Tnt,h 
four straight booms ( B ) .  Cylinder height = 0.22 m, cylinder 
diameter = 0.20 m, monopole length = 0.12 m, boom length = 
0.13 m, wavelength = 0.58 m. (a) Configuration, syz-coordinate 
system  (centered at cylinder midpoint), and definition of angular 
variable $. (b) Radiation pattern. 
adding booms diametrically opposite to an antenna on 
the curved surface of the cylinder, is shown The un- 
disturbed  pattern  is hown in Fig. 4 (a,), while  pa.t,terns for 
booms of lengths X/4 and 5X/4 are given in Figs. 4 (b)  and 
(e), respect,ively. It is  seen tha.t  the  radiation  patt,ern  in  the 
xy plane  is changed  noticeably by  the addit.ion of booms. 
In all  three cases the comput,at,ions predict t,he measured 
behavior  satisfactorily. 
For  the examples in Fig. 5 t,he ant,enna is placed a t  t,he 
top of t.he cylinder. The  undisturbed  pat,tern is shown in 
Fig. 5 (a), while pat,terns for booms of lengt,hs h/4 and 
3x/4 are given in Figs. 5 (b)  and  (e), respectively. Also in 
these cases the measured results are satiafact.orily pre- 
dicted by  the computations. 
Fig. 6 demonstrates the numerical prediction of the 
radiation  pat.tern of an  antenna on  a cylinder with t.hree 
quarterwave booms. 
No studies of t.he relat.ive numerical convergence as a 
function of sampling  density R-ere made. The  segmentation 
Fig. 7 .  Segmentation of cylinder. 
of body  and wires  were made witith as  many  patches  and 
segments as  pernlitted  by the availa.ble core storage  in the 
computer (5OOk bytes)  and  the comput,at.ions were verified 
by comparison with experiments. In all cases the  number of 
surface  patches  was  larger than t.he number used in [6] in 
an MFIE computat.ion of surface  currents  on a. sphere in a 
plane  wave field. 
The  number of surface  patches,  wire  segments,  and  run 
times for the seven examples described above were as 
given in  Table I. 
Other comput,at,ional examples and a more  detailed 
description of the computer program may be found in 
[19]. The location of booms and  antennas  in  the  cylinder 
version of the  program is restrict,ed to surface  patches of 
quadrilateral  shape. No boom or antenna should be placed 
directly  on  the edge of the cylinder or  in  the  triangular 
shaped  patches  on t,he end surfa.ces of t,he cylinder shown in 
Fig. 7. KO special treat,ment of the cylinder edges were 
a.ttempt.ed.  dpparently,  this is not of any pract,ical 
import,ance for the computations, a.lthough the MFIE 
obviously is not  valid for field points  right  on  the dge. 
VI. COKCLUSION 
A theoretical  formulation  in  terms of combined  magnetic 
and electric field integral equat.ions has been  presented for 
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a,ntenna nd  scat,tering  problems  involving  aires [5] E. K. Miller el al., “Numerical  analysis of aircraft  antennas,” 
to a conducting  body.  Kumerical comput,at.ions using the 
in Proc. Conf. Envirunmatal Effects on Antenna Performance, pp. 
55-58, 1969. 
configuration consisting of a cylindrical body with straight .for Electromagnetics, R. Mitt.ra, Ed. Oxford: Pergamon, 1973, 
three-dimensional scattering problems,” in Cornputt7 Techniques 
wires  at.tached to t.he surface. Compa.rison  between  t,he ch. 4. 
computat.ions  and  experiments  shows good agreement. 
[7] P. L. E. Uslenghi, “Computation of surface currents on  bodies 
of revolution,” AZta  Freq., vol. 39, pp. 213E-224E, Aug. 1970. 
The formulation and computer pr0gra.m described in [81 G. A. Thiele and hl. Travieso-Dim, “Radiat.ion of a monopole 
this pa.per seem suitable for solving electromagnetic 
antenna on the base of a conical structure,’’  in Proc. Conf. En- 
vironmental Efeds on Antenna Performance, pp. 99-102, 1969. 
problems in thin  are connected to a con- 191 C. L. Bennett, A. >I. Auckenthaler, and J. D. DeLorenzo, 
ducting body. Although the primary motivat,ion for the 
“Transient  scattering  by three-dimensional conduct,ing surfaces 
with wires,” in 1971 G-AP  Int.  Symp. Dig., pp. 349-351, Sept. 
work present,ed was the need for computerized  prediction 1971. 
of radiation pa.t.terns for spacecraft  VHF-monopole 
[lo] J. E. Jones, J. H. Richmond, and T. G. Campbell, “A numerical 
method for obhining radiat.ion patterns of space shuttle an- 
ant,ennas, the technique may prove useful also for t.he nular  slot antennas,” 1972 G-AP Ini. Symp. Dig., pp. 189-192, 
examination of radiation from antennas on small  aircrafts, [111 J. R. Mautz and R. F. Harrington, “R,a,diation and scattering Dec. 1972. 
portable  r diosets, et.c. from bodies of revolution,” Appl. Sci. Res., vol. 20, pp. 405- 435, June 1969. 
[12] R. Mittre,  “HOW to use t,he H-integral equation for electrically 
thin antennas and scatterers,” in 1972 USIVC-URSI Spring 
The aut.hors \\:ish to thank G. Paci of the European [13] R. RIjttra, W. A. Davis, and D. V. Jamnejad, “An integral 
Meeting Abst., 1972. 
invest,igat.ion. The numerical computations were made a t  [14] N. C. Albertsen, J. E. Hansen, and K. E. Jensen, “Numerical 
LiSXC-URSI Fall Meeting Abst., pp. 93-94, Dec. 1972. 
the XECCC comput,ing center at the Technical University spacecrafts,,, Conference on Aerospace htemas, IEE Con- prediction of radiation patterns for antennas  mounted on 
of Denmark. ference  Publicatio  Kumber 77, London, pp. 219-228, June 
method of moments for the solution have been made for a [GI A. J. POgW and E. Miller, ‘‘Integral eWat,iOn solutio^ of 
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